Sand and Steel - a collection of gay erotic stories

A collection of five erotic stories packed
with male on male action.Sand And Steel
by Shanna GermainHe is my prisoner. He
is a SEAL. I know that no amount of pain
that will make him crack and tell me what I
need to know. But he has not been trained
to withstand pleasure. Yet, even though he
is blindfold, there is something familiar
about him. When he asks me to remove his
blindfold I decide it will be in my best
interests. Too late, I realise Ive made a
mistake that will cost one of us our
life.Beauty And The Beast by Penelope
FridayLen and Sebastian are an unlikely
couple: the carpenter and the aristocrat. Its
a relationship thats going nowhere. Yet, in
the bedroom they are equals. In the
bedroom they belong to each other in total
oneness. And then one night everything
changes.How Many Times Is The First
Time? by Chrissie BentleyNo one at work
knows for sure if Marty is gay. But hes
such a nice guy it doesnt matter. I have to
admit Ive had more than a few passing
fantasies about him, though. And then one
day fate intervenes and I realise my
fantasies are about to come true. And whats
more, Marty is a man full of surprises.Its A
Sin by Alex JordainIve been brought up to
be a devout Roman Catholic, but Jerry,
with his blond hair, pretty face and lithe
athletic body is just too much of a
temptation. When he invites me to his
house I cant resist. And being initiated into
the delights of boy fun turns out to be the
most satisfying as well as the most sinful
time of my life.Snow Wolf by John
ConnorRussia, winter, 1905 its a time full
of chaos and uncertainty. I have chosen to
live a hermit trappers existence, its more
peaceful that way. But when I find an
injured soldier, half dead beneath the snow
of a frozen forest, I cannot leave him to die.
I take him back to my cabin to recover and
as his frozen body slowly revives, I
discover that we have a great deal more in
common than it would first appear.These
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